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CHAPTER 1
RESEARCH OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
The implementation of e-government service security framework is considered
as one of the most important elements of government policy. It is designed with an
aim of protection mechanisms for the government transactions over the Information
Communication Technology (ICT). For several decades, governments have increased
their level of protection for enhancement of efficiency and effectiveness on the
functions. Therefore, security is still the key demand with high expectations of
government to promote their defense systems to both internal and external threats in
near future.
The major goal of security in e-government is to minimize the risks associated
with the government transactions that based on electronically networking.
2The measurement for security risk management in e-government includes: risk
highlighting, risk analyzing and risk controlling that included in the popularity of
computer network technology.
Eventually, there are no specific rules for e-government risk management, but
it’s required an initial scan and detect on both internal and external environment of e-
government systems that include a further checking on the weakness of the system.
Apparently, that follows a complete analysis of e-government security risk and then
relevant security plan and measurements. Following that, tracking and monitor those
predefined plan for the initial implementation stage will be added as in important
task and finally adjustment on the risk management that involved any time based on
environment changes and draw advance disaster recovery plan. Considering the
essence of e-government security, it is therefore urgent to dispose on whole effective
and purpose countermeasures which is to minimize the potential risk and security
bugs.
1.2 Background of the Study
E-government security provides benefits to the citizens and to public
administrators at a number of levels. At its most basic level, e-government can
connect modern technologies to enable the departments achieve efficiency. One of
the most important issues that need to be addressed in e-government technology is to
apply security measures which are mainly to increase the government productivity,
accuracy, privacy and efficiency in business administrative operations. To achieve
the overall mission, set security measure and defense to protect the e-government
activities is crucially needed. It is mainly because, government’s assets are easy
transferred by hackers, networking intrusions and viruses and also any possible
threats that may have likely to happen. So, security measures are aimed to deliver
3government services in electronic version safely. To support the purpose of the
research, numerous studies on the effects of risk in e-government have been
published. Studies showed that the number of risks associates the e-government are
highly increasing every year, due to the inadequate security measures.
There are scopes for even greater efficiencies in the future through greater
sharing of processes within and between departments. Of all the security methods
and issue that are common in e-commerce is understood can also be used to e-
government risk management subject, but e-government is different because it has
direct network access to each other that is much better than business networks
because most of them are linked for passing, transferring and sharing information.
Moreover, business network accesses are competitors where they don’t allow their
sensitive information to be shared publicity. The importance of e-government is to
use electronic information technology to break boundary of government
administrative organization to have virtual electronic government security (Kaur,
2003).
Accesses have been government’s main target for the people towards
information and service communication and delivery to each other through different
kind of electronic media of both internal and external government organizations.
However, there are still many problems in e-government services exposed to the
spread of computer network technology and information sharing. Due to that
problem, security became an important factor as result of fast development and e-
government systems.
41.3 Problem Statement
In the e-government security development, which is mainly based on internet
faces constant security problem due the complicated and vulnerability of the
network. It is the complete invalidation of the network and server systems of
increasing or growing risk. Its often comes from attacks of the hackers, viruses,
stealing and manmade destruction of the device.
Nusajaya ICT department has experienced a dramatic risk growth in e-
government fields which became the key issues of the government security
committees. E-government related risks are happening all the time and some cases
are receiving significant publicity. The range of incidents varies in greatly and can
include events such as network intrusion, viruses, and denial of services or identity
thefts.
Given the situations, it’s the suitable period that the associated with
governments, to take serious efforts in studying the possible dangers of risks in e-
governments that may arises in the form of this useful technology. Many developed
nations have not only invested into research programs to study the effects of risk in
e-governments but also shared with public on the research findings on how the risks
can affect the electronic governments operations in general.
E-government services face a lot of security problem such as: identity theft,
hacking and denial of service. These aspects are related with e-government users, or
invader who steals the information from the government or other users. So,
protecting the citizen’s privacy, security and giving them assurance that their
information will be violated or changed became the important aspect of service
success. It is to avoid the mass retention of e-service user of e-government.
5Apart from the studies conducted on the short term effects of the e-government
risk security, there is a growing need to determine direct security association of
government operations. Recently, investigation done showed that the issues on
security risk is increasing more and more, where unauthorized user are keen to steal
the properties of the government. Hence, e-government security became a strategic
approach to protect both internal and external threats.
1.4 Objectives of the Study
In order to achieve the objectives of the research, researcher has listed here below:
i. To study the e-Government risks and threats.
ii. To identify e-government security dimensions and methods that can be
managed in e-government services.
iii. To propose an effective e-Government service security model in order to
improve security measures.
1.5 Research Questions
The research questions are:
i. What is the security issue in e-government service elements?
ii. What are the elements of risk analysis?
iii. How risk and threats can be minimized in e-government services?
61.6 Importance of the Study
Due to the problems that dwell with the increases for e-government service
both internal and external activities in Nusajaya ICT, this study expresses risk of e-
government services and security methods that is used today. The e-government
security service is a process of measuring security to e-government service and keeps
track on user’s demand and government online performance.
Findings of this study will help both authority and customers to identify e-
government risk and source of threats and notices e-government security risk so that
user and authority may have experience to investigate publicly and raise public level
awareness and more extensive studies have be planned in the near future.
1.7 Scope of the Study
In order to achieve the scope of the study, researcher has selected sample of
respondents. The respondent of this research study will be the technical staffs in
Nusajaya, in ICT department in Johor Bahru who has basic and wide knowledge and
background of e-government service will be respectively selected. This study is
believed will improve the existing securities of e-government accessibility including
delivery of e-government services to its end users.
71.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter provides a brief description about e-government security and risk
associated with e-government systems. The researcher has strived hard to understand
the problems and risks on security measurements in the e-governments service
systems. The problem statement gives clear guidelines for identifying the research
questions and research objectives, altogether drawn the scope of the research and
finally the importance of the study was briefly discussed.
